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TV interview message strategy

Arizona Midday

Background:

Arizona Midday, is a local 12 News affiliate program of the greater NBC, KPNX-TV Phoenix station. Arizona 
Midday is a weekday program that airs on channel 12 from 12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m. featuring segments on style, 
local businesses, recipes and events. The show began in 1996. Its demographic is mainly women, mothers, 
young adults and those interested in lifestyle brands. When not on air, Arizona Midday serves its audience 
through its active social media on Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest.

12 News is the leading local news source in Phoenix and its metro population. It serves more than 2 million 
people every day as the 12th-largest market in the country. 12 News is committed to celebrating the people of 
Arizona every minute of the day, so gathering and presenting the news doesn’t just stop on air; it continues 
through their active social media platforms on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. 

The mission of 12 News, including Arizona Midday, is to empower Arizonans to live their best lives. They 
promise to be a force for good. Their mission is synonymous with Femme Beat’s, and so Arizona Midday 
would be the most logical outlet to spread its messages. 

Hosts:
Destry Jetton: 
 •  A native of Arizona, Jetton graduated from Tempe High School and Arizona State University with 
elementary education and broadcast journalism degrees. All five of her siblings reside in Arizona, she’s been 
married for over 20 years and she has two children. She is very much passionate about family, and her work 
reflects it. As host and executive producer of the show, she is committed to delivering the most trending 
lifestyle news to families. 

 •  Jetton has been with 12 News since 2007 but worked as a morning and evening anchor in Missouri, 
Texas and Tucson, Arizona. She has covered everything from weather disasters and shootings to presidential 
campaigns and ostrich chases. 

 • On Arizona Midday, Jetton has interviewed dozens, including local business professionals and mov-
ie stars. She has also taken her show live on location at Super Bowl Central in downtown Phoenix during the 
2015 Super Bowl in Glendale. On a regular basis, she presents cooking and craft segments and shares advice on 
the latest fashion and health trends from local professionals. 

Jan D’Atri:
 • Originally from California, D’Atri now resides in Scottsdale with her husband and 26 farm animals. 
She is passionate about food and cooking. She shared her family recipes with others as she opened a gourmet 
food company for distribution in 1990, and eventually opened two restaurants in Arizona as well as published 
cookbooks. She has also sold her cookbook and gourmet food on QVC. D’Atri decided to go into media after 
taking a few journalism classes and being offered a job in TV when she was studying to be a concert pianist. 
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 •  D’Atri began her career in 1975 in Reno, Nevada as an anchor and then as a co-host for PM/Evening 
Magazine TV series in Reno and eventually in Phoenix. She has hosted a total of seven TV shows, won three 
Rocky Mountain Emmy Awards and a Chicago International Film Festival honor for producing, writing and 
hosting, and then earned her own one-hour TV show, Southwest Style, which aired in 24 cities in eight states 
for KTVK TV in Phoenix. 

 •  The Emmy award-winning TV personality, radio talk show host, newspaper columnist, cookbook au-
thor and restauranteur currently co-hosts Arizona Midday with Jetton. She has been with Arizona Midday since 
2002. She presents cooking, health and other lifestyle segments.

Interview objectives:

• Who is the audience? Femme Beat’s audience is women over the age of 21 who are looking to 
motivate themselves to live a better life or make new relationships. The company’s demographic – those who 
have attended events – have been consistent in the range of 25 to 35 years old. Arizona Midday’s audience is 
mainly women and mothers who are looking to try something new for themselves or for the family. 

Femme Beat serves women who want to get involved in the community, who want to make a difference in their 
own lives and who want to begin a new business venture but don’t know how. 

• What do they want to know about Femme Beat? Since Femme Beat is so new and there are no 
companies in the area that are similar, viewers want to know who we are, what we do and how they can get 
attend our events. 

• What action does Femme Beat want viewers to take? We wants viewers (women) to attend the events and 
learn something from the other attendees and our guest speaker(s). 

Key messages:

• Positioning statement: “Our company provides women with the ultimate networking opportunity to get their 
lives on the right track toward success. Femme Beat’s mission is to empower women to live their best lives and 
follow their dreams in an intimate, comfortable atmosphere of a dinner or breakfast, surrounded by good con-
versation and a few other women. We offer the motivation and advice to get them started, but the next steps of 
attending, listening and learning are up to the women.”

• Differentiating claims: “Our service is unique because our events are based on different guest speakers, loca-
tions, menus, topics of conversation and attendees. Therefore, each event is full of new surprises and 
organic conversations.”

• Value propositions: “Your time is being put into the hands of a company led by a self-made 
entrepreneur, with guest speakers who are either experts in career advice or who are local or national 
entrepreneurs. These speakers have found success in their respective fields of women empowerment or 
business.”
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Evidence/Examples:

• Personal anecdote: founder Jayd Lem: “I was born to a single mother in Portland, Oregon and 
adopted by the age of 3 into an abusive family in Los Angeles. It wasn’t until my second arrest that I knew I had 
a choice to make in life. And so, with help from a college professor, I eventually turned my life around for the 
better to become successful. On a whim, I received an airbrush tanning certificate and opened my first business 
with no clients, so I started attending networking events to build relationships in my new home city of Phoenix, 
but I found them to be inorganic and awkward. A few months later, with the support of people on Kickstarter, I 
created Femme Beat.”

• Imagery: (Short one-minute video from the latest Femme Beat event: This will get the attention of the reporter 
and audience because the video shows the women mingling, laughing and listening to each other. It shows the 
overall positive atmosphere of the events and gives a visual insight into what the events are all about.)

• Personal experience: (Testimonies from attendees of events on Facebook): 
“Thank you Jayd for pouring so much love into us and the event. It was unique and truly magical space for 
women to reflect on our awareness, share feelings, ideas and grow. I’m grateful for connecting and co-creating 
with all of you ladies.”

“I can’t wait till the next one! Was such a positive experience.”

“I had such a great time and it was so inspiring. Thank you Jayd.”

Q&A:

1.	 Why	is	Femme	Beat	a	significant	company?	 
Femme Beat was created with the idea in mind that inspiration and motivation comes from the most organic 
conversations with others. We provide the setting for women to listen and learn from others who are 
struggling with personal and professional growth, or in the case of the guest speakers, who have already found 
their success. No other organization in the area brings women together in an intimate dinner setting, where there 
are no expectations or pressure to be anything you’re not. (Use positioning statement or differentiating claims 
here, from above.)

2. What gave you the idea to start this company, and what kind of reaction have you had?
(Use personal anecdote here, from above.) The reaction from women has been positive and supportive. We 
started the company from a Kickstarter campaign and have now successfully hosted five dinners and expanded 
our company to do a breakfast series. (Use attendee testimonies here, from above.)

3. Have the recent conversations on gender equality had anything to do with your decision to start and 
continue this company? 
Our company is all about women empowerment, and we are happy to see women, and men, talking about 
gender equality. Our company provides women with the ultimate networking opportunity to get their lives on 
the right track, and so our mission is to empower women to live their best lives and follow their dreams, so 
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indirectly, our company has been influenced by the recent conversations.
 
4. What are you, as the founder, hoping to get out of these events? 
When I founded this company, it was to create a more comfortable networking atmosphere and find inspiration, 
so if these events can inspire just one woman to go out and apply for that job or take up a new hobby, then I 
would say that I am proud of what these events have done. (Use value propositions here, from above). With the 
help of the successful guest speakers, I hope to accomplish our mission. 

5. How can women get involved? 
We announce new events on our website and social media a couple weeks prior to the event. Women over the 
age of 21 can reserve a spot for our monthly events on our website at www.femmebeat.com. We can also be 
found on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Pinterest. You also have the change to sign up for email 
subscriptions on our website for information related to our latest events. 

Closing statement:
We are committed to connecting women to their inner voice who is telling them to pursue their dreams, through 
a comfortable setting surrounded by good food, good company and good conversation. Each event is unique, so 
new opportunities are endless. 


